1. COPY DOWN YOUR HOMEWORK

2. TAKE OUT YOUR DBQ PACKET

AMENDMENT 15
The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of race, color, or previous condition of exclusion.

3. What right is guaranteed to African-Americans in the 15th Amendment? The right guaranteed to African-Americans in the 15th Amendment is the right to vote.
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Topic Sentence - Restate the question
Cite the Document - “In Doc. Number…”
Describe the Document - What do you see?
Outside Knowledge (2 or 3 sentences)
Answer the Question:
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TS The rights African Americans gained started with the 13th Amendment. CD In document number 1, DD there is a statement from the 13th Amendment. OK The 13th Amendment abolished slavery. An amendment is a change to the Constitution. The South wanted to find ways to go around the 13th Amendment. ATQ The 13th Amendment was the Amendment that gave African Americans their freedom.

TS After the Civil War, African Americans gained rights. CD In document number 1, DD there is a statement from Amendment 13. OK The 13th Amendment abolished slavery. An amendment is a change to the Constitution. The South tried to find ways to go around this Amendment. ATQ The 13th Amendment granted AA their freedom.

TS One right African Americans gained during the Reconstruction period was their freedom. CD In document number one, DD there is a statement from the 13th Amendment. OK An amendment is a change to the Constitution. © The 13th Amendment abolished slavery. The South tried to find ways around the 13th Amendment. ATQ The 13th Amendment is one of the three Amendments that gave AA rights during Reconstruction.

Intro - Restate Historical Context
In Your OWN WORDS
After the Civil War, AA did not have many rights. Amendments 13-15 granted African American rights.

INTRODUCTION
- Use 0 Historical Context
0 Task
During the Reconstruction period, AA got some rights, given to them by Congress. Rights given to AA were declined (taken away) by the South.

INTRODUCTION
The Reconstruction period is the period of time following the Civil War. During the Reconstruction period, African Americans were given rights by Congress. The South tried to prevent African Americans from exercising these rights in several ways.
### Rights Given

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rights Given</th>
<th>Taken Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
<td>3, 4, 5, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conclusion

Reconstruction is the period of time in American History following the Civil War. During Reconstruction, African Americans gained some rights such as their freedom and their citizenship. However, the South found ways to take away their rights such as segregation, and the influence of the Ku Klux Klan. During Reconstruction, African Americans gained rights and the South took them away.